Abstract. We study the uniqueness of minimal liftings of cut generating functions obtained from maximal lattice-free polytopes. We prove a basic invariance property of unique minimal liftings for general maximal lattice-free polytopes. This generalizes a previous result by Basu, Cornuéjols and Köppe [3] for simplicial maximal lattice-free polytopes, thus completely settling this fundamental question about lifting. We also extend results from [3] for minimal liftings in maximal lattice-free simplices to more general polytopes. These nontrivial generalizations require the use of deep theorems from discrete geometry and geometry of numbers, such as the Venkov-Alexandrov-McMullen theorem on translative tilings, and McMullen's characterization of zonotopes.
Introduction
Overview and Motivation. The idea of cut generating functions has emerged as a major theme in recent research on cutting planes for mixed-integer linear programming. The main object of study is the following family of mixed-integer sets:
X f (R, P ) = {(s, y) ∈ R k + × Z + : f + Rs + P y ∈ Z n }, where f ∈ R n , and R ∈ R n×k , P ∈ R n× . We denote the columns of matrices R and P by r i , i = 1, . . . , k and p j , j = 1, . . . , respectively. For a fixed f ∈ R n \Z n , a cut generating pair (ψ, π) for f is a pair of functions ψ, π :
is a valid inequality (cutting plane) for X f (R, P ), for all matrices R and P . This model and the idea of cut generating pairs arose in the work of Gomory and Johnson from the 70s. We refer the reader to [5] and [6] for surveys of the intense research activity this area has seen in the last 5-6 years.
A very important class of cut generating pairs is obtained using the gauge function of maximal lattice-free polytopes in R n . These are convex polytopes B ⊆ R n such that int(B) ∩ Z n = ∅ and B is inclusion-wise maximal with this property. Given a maximal lattice-free polytope B such that f ∈ int(B), one can express
One then obtains a cut generating pair for f by setting ψ(r) = max i∈I a i · r for all r ∈ R n (this is known as the gauge of B − f ), and using any π such that (ψ, π) is a cut generating pair. One commonly used π is defined by π(r) = min w∈Z n ψ(r + w) for all r ∈ R n . It can be shown that (ψ, π) thus defined forms a valid cut generating pair.
Given a particular maximal lattice-free polytope B with f ∈ int(B), it is generally possible to find many different functions π such that (ψ, π) is a cut generating pair for f , when ψ is fixed to be the gauge of B − f . The different possible π's are called liftings and the strongest cutting planes are obtained from minimal liftings, i.e., π such that for every lifting π , the inequality π ≤ π implies π = π.
Closed-form formulas for cut generating pairs (ψ, π) are highly desirable for computational purposes. This is the main motivation for considering the special class of cut generating pairs obtained from the gauge of maximal lattice-free polytopes and their liftings. The gauge is given by the very simple formula ψ(r) = max i∈I a i · r, and the hope is that simple formulas can be found for its minimal liftings as well. In this regard, the following results are particularly useful. Dey and Wolsey established the following theorem in [7] for n = 2.
Theorem 1. (Theorems 5 and 6 in [4], Theorem 4 in [2].) Let ψ be the gauge of B − f , where B is a maximal lattice-free polytope and f ∈ int(B). There exists a compact subset R (f, B) ⊆ R n such that R (f, B) has nonempty interior, and for every minimal lifting π, π(r) = ψ(r) if and only if r ∈ R (f, B). Moreover, for all minimal liftings π, π(r)
This theorem shows that for a "fat" periodic region R (f, B) + Z n , we have a closed-form formula for all minimal liftings (using the formula for ψ). In particular, when all the columns of the matrix P are in R (f, B) + Z n , we can efficiently find the cutting plane Our Contributions. We will denote the convex hull, affine hull, interior and relative interior of a set X using conv(X), aff(X), int(X) and relint(X) respectively. We call an n-dimensional polytope S in R n a spindle if
is the intersection of two translated polyhedral cones b 1 + C 1 and b 2 + C 2 , such that the apex b 1 ∈ int(b 2 + C 2 ) and the apex b 2 ∈ int(b 1 + C 1 ). Let B be a maximal lattice-free polytope in R n and let f ∈ int(B). By Fct(B) we denote the set of all facets of B. With each F and f we associate the set P F (f ) := conv({f } ∪ F ). With each F and each z ∈ F ∩ Z n we associate the spindle S F,z (f ) := P F (f ) ∩ (z + f − P F (f )). Furthermore, we define R F (f ) :=
